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This beautiful building is 
convenient to everything!

Located across from the Water Tower 
at the intersection of Battlefield Blvd North 

with 133 Kempsville Road 
located near the entrance to I-168 bypass

It is also just one mile south of 
Chesapeake Regional Healthcare

And the Veterans Administration has announced 
it is building next to the Hospital!

Lindsey Riddle Elliott
530 Woodlake Circle

Suite 100, Chesapeake
(757) 523-1900

www.riddleassociates.com

BUILDING FOR SALE

Approximately 6,504 SF
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Bikers Against Child Abuse

From left:  Chesapeake 
City Councilman Steve 
Best and Chesapeake 
Mayor Rick West

From left:  Lieutenant Rodriguez 
and Deputy Gibson

The Shopper Editor 
Rob Lauer

From Left: 
Volunteer Travis and 
wife, Char Ferguson 

Jim and Penny Daddio, 
owners of Bubba’s 33

See these and other photos at TheShopper.com

From left: The Shopper 
Account Executive Amy Brewer and 

The Shopper Publisher 
Jean Loxley-Barnard

With the recent 2021 Beef Fest, the Deep Creek Ruritans continued their 
tradition, begun in 1976, of cooking tons of delicious barbequed top sirloin beef 
for area meat lovers. Live music, Civil War reenactors, remote control monster 
truck races, and a play area designed just for toddlers rounded out this day of 
food and family fun! It’s a vegetarian’s nightmare!

Deep Creek Ruritan Beef Fest 

Dr. Samir Abdelshaheed

Trigger Points

Facebook.com/FamilyMedicineHealthcare

757-488-3333
3925 Portsmouth Boulevard

www.FamilyMedicineHealthcare.com

Read our story at TheShopper.com

	 Trigger	points	are	discrete,	focal,	hyperirritable	spots	located	in	a	taut	bank	
of	skeletal	muscle.	They	typically	produce	pain	locally,	in	a	pattern,	and	often	
accompany	musculoskeletal	disorders.	This	knot	feels	like	a	pea	buried	deep	in	
the	muscle.	This	is	not	the	same	as	muscle	spasm,	and	is	a	contraction	in	only	
a	small	part	of	the	muscle.	These	are	called	trigger	points	because	pulling	the	
trigger	 of	 a	 gun	 sends	 out	 a	 bullet	 that	 causes	 pain	 at	 a	 distant	 target	 site.	
Pressing	 firmly	 on	 the	 muscle,	 trigger	 points	 hurt	 right	 where	 you	 are	
pressing,	making	 you	 jump	 and	 pull	 away.	Trigger	 points	 also	 send	 pain	 or	
tenderness	to	other	sites.
	Acute	and	repetitive	micro-trauma	may	lead	to	stress	on	the	muscle	fibers	

and	the	formation	of	trigger	points.	One	theory	about	trigger	point	pain	is	that	
when	 irritation	with	 repetitive	 activity	or	damage	happens	 it	might	directly	
affect	the	nerve	system	that	is	responsible	for	telling	the	muscle	to	contract.	
Normally,	 the	brain	tells	 the	muscle	to	work,	but	when	the	system	goes	off	
course,	the	nerve	releases	chemicals	that	activate	the	muscle.	This	results	in	the	
muscles	 going	 into	 a	 spastic	 knot	 that	 impedes	 blood	 flow.	This	 creates	 a	
nutshell,	which	irritates	the	nerves,	and	individuals	experience	pain.	

Trigger	 points	 cause	 local	 pain	 and	 often	 send	 pain	 to	 other	 parts	 of	 the	
body.	This	is	called	referred	pain.	At	times	this	referred	pain	occurs	at	quite	a	
distance	from	the	location	of	the	trigger	point.	This	can	result	in	regional	and	
persistent	pain	resulting	and	decreased	range	of	motion	involving	the	affected	
areas.	At	times,	trigger	points	manifest	as	tension	headaches,	tinnitus,	and	Jaw	
pain.	 Stretching	 techniques,	 manipulation,	 and	 trigger	 point	 injections	 are	
some	 of	 what	 is	 used	 to	 help	 deactivate	 the	 trigger	 points.	Trigger	 point	
injections	 have	 been	 shown	 to	 be	 one	 of	 the	 most	 effective	 treatments	 to	
relieve	the	pain.
Conditions	 involving	widespread	pain	complaints	 such	as	 fibromyalgia	are	

not	suitable	 for	 injections.	Some	other	contraindications	 include	allergies	 to	
anesthetic	 agents,	 acute	muscle	 trauma,	 and	 extreme	 fear	 of	 needles.	Also,	
those	who	are	pregnant	or	are	on	anticoagulation	therapy	must	have	a	proper	
medical	evaluation.
Trigger	 point	 injections	 and	 dry	 needling	 of	 trigger	 points	 have	 become	

widely	 accepted.	This	 approach	of	 treatment	 is	 cited	 repeatedly	 as	 a	way	 to	
achieve	the	best	results.	Trigger	point	therapy	may	need	to	be	repeated	until	

the	 points	 are	 deactivated	 and	 the	 patient’s	
pain	level	and	tenderness	have	decreased.

Trigger points cause local pain 
and often send pain to other parts of the body.  

This is called referred pain.  
At times this referred pain occurs at quite a distance 

from the location of the trigger point.
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CITY NEWSCITY NEWS Chesapeake

Brought 
to you by 

Ask about sponsorship opportunities for the 
CITY NEWS 

757-547-0520 |  www.theshopper.com
TheSHOPPER

Chesapeake Fine Arts Commission Meeting
Thursday evening, October 21 at 6:30 p.m.

The Parks, Recreation and Tourism 
Administrative Office 

1224 Progressive Drive

 Since 1968, the Chesapeake Fine Arts Commission 
(CFAC) has served as the united voice for the arts 
community by educating the public about the value 
and significance of music, architecture, drama, dance, 
painting, and sculpture. The commission’s mission 
is to increase citizen access to the arts by providing 
leadership, advocacy, and support for art that enriches 
the cultural vitality of our community. Acting as a 
coordinating body for the various fine arts groups in 
Chesapeake, the commission promotes participation in 
and appreciation of the fine arts.

 CFAC meetings are held on the third Thursday of 
each month. If you would like to participate in any of 
these public meetings, please email Joe Ruthenberg at:  
JRuthenberg@cityofchesapeake.net.

The Chesapeake Forum
Presents

Ronan Tynan
November 2 at 7:00 p.m.

Chesapeake Conference Center
700 Conference Center Drive

For more information and 
tickets, visit 

TheChesapeakeForum.org

 Be part of the most exciting new program in Chesapeake! The 
Chesapeake Forum continues its Inaugural Season with an inspirational 
and dynamic speaker, Ronan Tynan. 

 This Irish tenor, recording artist, physician, and disabled athletic 
champion is a true Renaissance Man. Ronan’s personal story of triumph 
has brought him worldwide fame. He has been profiled by ABC’s 20/20, 
People Magazine, and CBS Sunday Morning. He was also the subject 
of the BBC documentary, Dr. Courageous. Ronan’s career highlights 
include:
   • Being a world-renowned inspirational speaker
   • Performing at Ronald Reagan’s funeral, the Inaugural Prayer Service    
     at the National Cathedral, the World Series, and the Belmont Stakes.
    • Winning 18 track and field gold medals and setting 14 world records—  
     nine of which are still in place.
   • Winning the BBC talent show, Go For It

Nature Academy: Nature’s Scariest
October 28, 9:00 a.m. -11:00 a.m

Chesapeake Arboretum
624 Oak Grove

 Just in time for Halloween! Learn about the 
scariest things in nature in our area—creatures 
like snakes, bears, and bugs. Join us on a hike 
to see what we can find and finish the program 
with a fun craft! This event is for youth ages 5 
to 12. The cost is $5 per child, and registration 
is required. Registration begins October 1, 
2021 at 6:00 a.m. Call 757-382-1359 for more 
information on the program.

Addressing 
Chesapeake City Council

The Mayor and City Council welcome and encourage 
all Chesapeake residents to bring issues and concerns 
before the Council. Council members are elected 
representatives. It is the right and responsibility of all 
citizens to make their voices heard.

City Council meets at 6:30 p.m. on the second, third, 
and fourth Tuesdays of each month in the Council 
Chambers on the first floor of City Hall, 306 Cedar 
Road. Those wishing to present matters to the Council 
must register with the City Clerk no later than 6:30 
p.m. on the evening of the meeting. Contact the City 
Clerk’s office at 757-382-6151.

The allotted time is five minutes per speaker, though 
this may be shortened if there are many speakers. No 
speaker is given less than three minutes to address 
Council.
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 The Shopper is a monthly, direct-
mail, magazine serving six community 
editions in Chesapeake, Portsmouth, 
Suffolk, Smithfield, Carrollton, in 
Virginia and communities in 
northeastern North Carolina. The  
Shopper has a circulation of at least 
10,000 direct mailed in each zone, 
totaling over 60,000. Additional issues 
are placed in our advertisers’ stores and 
in professional offices in our circulation 
area.
 Opinions expressed by contributors 
are not necessarily the opinion of this 
publication. ©2021

HOPPERTheS

by 
Jean 
Loxley-
Barnard 

The excitement of changes that 
bring challenge and satisfaction is 
both thrilling and troubling. We have 
to acknowledge these emotions 
while we make our best decisions. It 
reminds me of jugglers. While focusing 
on one decision at a time, there is 
often another one or two waiting for 
attention.

That is where I am now. Exciting? 
Yes! Easy? Not so much.

It gives me comfort knowing I am 
not alone. In fact, is there anyone who 
has not been, is not now or is not 
about to make important decisions?  

A friend asked me about a recent 
decision. “Are you rooting for Tom 
Brady or New England?”

That was easy for me, even though 
I am from New England. “Tom Brady.  
No hesitation.” I had not even 
considered there was another choice.  
Good to know.

If we know what our base is about, 
decisions are easier than if we have 
too many conflicting elements. For 
me, people come first.

Making a decision 
is not rocket science.

It is finding the courage to 
decide what we really want,

then having the courage 
to do it!

Change is not our enemy; 
change is the breath of life. 
Some put money first, others future 

goals, some careers. We each have our 
own priorities, and we need to be 
aware of what they really are.  

I decided to offer my wonderful 
building by the water tower at the 
intersection of North Battlefield and 
Kempsville Road for sale, knowing 
that might involve relocating.   It was 
a big decision, but made while the 
timing is right.

That opens the option of 
buying another building that will 
accommodate both The Shopper and 
my second avocation – the Country 
Store/Unicorn Consignments option. 
Timing was important when I learned 
that The Red Chair consignment store 
will close in December. Karen Marable 
is retiring but will also give me great 
advice.  She has set the success 
standard for that business!

Over the years, while the publishing 
business has been my main focus, 
some of my best decisions have 
involved finding great people to run 
my consignment stores.

Making a decision is not rocket 
science.  It is finding the courage to 
decide what we really want, then 
having the courage to do it! Change 
is not our enemy; change is the breath 
of life.  And I am so grateful it is not 
rocket science!

Just by writing this down to share 
with you, I realize how grateful I am 
to be ready to make each decision, 
trusting everything is evolving as it 
should.  

Stay tuned.

Juggling Changes!

blisher 's PoinPu t

The Shopper Magazines  and 
Doctor to Doctor Magazine are 
expanding again.  If you have 
experience in the exciting world 
of publishing, or wish to publish 
your own specialty magazine, 
or are talented in helping local 
businesses expand their business 
through good marketing, send 
us a resume or give us a call at 
757-547-0520 
Monday-Thursday from 10-3.
We are a 40 year old family business 
with flexibility and great benefits.  
Our belief has always been – if team 
members have flexibility in the 
workplace in their lives, we get loyalty 
and excellence in return.

TheSHOPPER
133 Kempsville Road  |  Suite 104  |  Chesapeake, VA  23320

Considering a new career?
Consider joining us!

Readers - 
   Thank you for 

telling our clients 
you saw them in

You are the not so secret source 
of our success!

HOPPERTheS
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Children
Do you remember what you were doing during the 

fall of your senior year in high school when you were 
seventeen? Did you know what college you would 
be attending or what academic major you would be 
pursuing? Did you have a plan for the rest of your 
life? Of course, you didn’t. You were thrilled to be 
a senior in high school, enjoying your friends and 
looking forward to prom, class rings, football games, 
graduation, and the freedom to be on your own in 
college one day.

Today’s high school seniors are facing major issues 
and decisions in the next few months. Students planning 
to attend college next year are faced with a very tight 
schedule. Those working on college applications must 
meet deadlines. Students seem to be applying to more 
schools than their parents did because of Common 
App—a single online college application form used by 
over 900 colleges and universities. It allows students 
to fill out most of the applications once and then add 
the different essays required by each school. 

Students must then decide whether to apply “early 
decision,” “early action,” or “regular decision.” Applying 
for “early decision” means students only apply to one 
school and commit to attending if accepted. “Early 
action” means students apply to as many schools as 
interest them early on, but they wait to learn what 
scholarships or funds are offered by the schools 
before accepting. Both of these processes require 
students to submit their applications by November 
1, with schools responding between mid-December 

and mid-January. With “regular decisions,” applications 
must be sent by January 1, with schools responding 
on April 1, 2022.

A great deal of work has taken place before those 
applications are sent to the colleges and universities. 
Most students have been doing their homework 
to find out as much as they can about the schools 
that interest them. They have so much access to 
information online that previous generations never 
had. During the COVID-19 pandemic, they could take 
virtual campus tours through every school’s website. 

Naviance—an American college and career 
readiness software program available to students, 
parents, and schools—assists in college analysis and 
planning. High school guidance and career counselors, 
parents, and friends will have an impact on a student’s 
opinions. When asked how she decided which schools 
she wanted to visit, one senior said, “Many of them 
had been on my radar for a long time.”

How important is the cost of a college education? 
The cost is critical because it impacts the whole family. 
On October 1, each student can fill out the Free 
Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) used 
by all colleges and universities to determine what a 
family can afford to pay and what the schools might 
offer in scholarships. Parents should be honest and 
upfront with their children about what is reasonable. 
Communication is critical. 

Oh, to be seventeen again!  Maybe not; it’s way too 
complicated. But it’s also so exciting. Enjoy it!

 By Dr. Becky Adams

A career educator, Dr. Rebecca Adams has served as a teacher in 
grades two through graduate school, reading specialist, principal, and an 
educational foundation administrator. She was selected as Chesapeake’s 
First Citizen 2016 for her community service.

To be Seventeen 
Again?

Enjoy other columns by Dr. Adams at TheShopper.com

First Relationships

Dr. Austin has decades of experience dealing with relationships. 
He charges clients on a sliding scale according to their ability to 
pay. His first book, Creating Our Safe Place: Articles on Healthy 
Relationships, published in 2004, and his second book, Keeping 
It Safe, published in 2009 can be purchased through Amazon, 
publishamerica.com, and at the Parrish Book Store in Virginia 
Beach. He is also a sought-after speaker.

Tidewater Pastoral Counseling 
 (757) 623-2700

When our youngest son was little, he had a stressful 
game that was appropriately called “Perfection.” 
The game consisted of putting differently shaped 
objects into the correct slots. Each fit into only one 
slot and no other. What made the game so stressful 
was that the player had a limited amount of time to 
get all the pieces in the right slots before an alarm 
went off. When the alarm sounded, all of the pieces 
would fly out of their slots. 

When Karen or I played the game, we went as fast 
as we could before that timer went off. When it was 
our son’s turn to play, he would take his time putting 
the pieces in their slots. He was in no hurry. We would 
think, “The alarm is about to go off,” but he didn’t 
seem to be stressed by that idea. When the alarm was 
about to sound, he would nonchalantly reach over 
and turn the timer back, giving himself more time. 

One of the ways we create stress for ourselves is 
by not allowing enough time to complete tasks. 

There are several things we can do to reduce 
the stress we make for ourselves. The following are 
some suggestions I have found to be helpful:

Learn to plan: We all have known people 
who wait until the last minute to plan an activity. 
We may be one of them. For example, we may put 
off getting things together for our child’s birthday 
until an hour before the party. Frantically, we run 
around trying to get things done—uptight and 

yelling, creating stress and tension for everyone 
in our home. Lack of time management can be a 
major stressor. 

Because some of us do not structure our time, 
we always seem to be running late for appointments. 
If we are the type who hates being late, we find 
ourselves uptight and driving like a crazy person 
trying to get to our destination on time.

Conclusion: Disorganization and putting projects 
off until the last minute leads to stress. 

Advice: Get organized and plan ahead.
What to do: One of my favorite professors was 

a popular speaker who shared how he dealt with his 
busy schedule. When he was asked to speak, he would 
look at his calendar to see if the day was open.  But he 
did not stop there. He then figured how much time it 
would take to prepare for this presentation. Starting at 
the requested date, he worked backward to see if he 
had enough preparation time. If he did not find enough 
time to prepare, he would decline the invitation.

So to relieve stress, make sure we have enough time 
to prepare.

Enjoy other columns by Dr. Austin at TheShopper.com

by Dr. Bill Austin

Change 
the Timer

We all have known people
who wait until the last minute

to plan an activity.
We may be one of them.

Laminate, Carpet, Hardwood,
Tile & Vinyl Flooring

LVP FLOATING
WATERPROOF

FLOORING
$2.99 sq. ft 

 PLUSH CARPET
$1.19 sq. ft

2¼" PLANK 
SOLID HARDWOOD

$5.49 sq. ft

300 Battlefield Boulevard North • 548-4545
3916 Portsmouth Boulevard, Suite B4 (Stonebridge Plaza) • 673-8960
www.FamilyFlooringStores.com    Read our story at TheShopper.com

Floors to live on

12 months free financing—$699 minimum purchase. See store for details, with approved credit.

Fall
Specials

Quality, Value & Service

Quality Flooring Products 
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When heading out to retrieve their 
mail, it is common for those on the 
cusp of turning 65 to find their boxes 
overflowing with advertisements 
touting the many Medicare health 

insurance plans and products on the market. Worse yet, 
attempting to read and understand those advertisements 
is enough to send anyone’s head spinning.

“People feel overwhelmed and confused by all 
of options,” Greg Broermann concedes. “Medicare 
is very different than traditional medical insurance. 
Trying to figure out what coverage is right for you can 
be complicated.”

Greg understands that of which he speaks. After a 
26-year career selling insurance for larger companies, 
he opened Coastal Benefits Group, Inc. in 2010—a 
firm specializing in Medicare and health plans for 
individuals and small groups. 

“A lot of people on Medicare 
don’t even realized they have choices. 

There are a lot of misconceptions 
and myths out there. 
We try to help people 

sort through all the confusion.” 
          —Greg Broermann

“When you work for someone else, you are focused 
on meeting their sales goals,” Greg says, seated in his 
Chesapeake-based home office. “But when you head 
your own company, you can tailor your business to 
meet your clients’ needs.” 

Greg sits next to his wife, Kitty, a former neonatal 
nurse who spent most of her career at the Children’s 
Hospital of the King’s Daughters. Upon retiring, she 
became a licensed insurance agent in 2013, and now 
works with her husband. 

“We try to educate people on how to make the right 
choices for their personal medical needs,” Kitty says. 
“We want them to make planned, informed decisions 
through education.”

“A lot of people on Medicare don’t even realized 
they have choices,” Greg adds. “There are a lot of 
misconceptions and myths out there. We try to help 
people sort through all the confusion.”

Education for prospective clients—or anyone 
nearing age 65—is one of Coastal’s primary missions, 
according to Kitty Broermann. The couple offers free 
presentations to community, church and business 
groups, sharing basic information about Medicare and 
various coverage options.

Greg says his best advice for people confused by 
Medicare, supplemental insurance and prescription 
plans is to seek help from a trusted professional. “Don’t 
choose a particular insurance company just because 
your parents used them and don’t rely on your well-
meaning friend’s advice,” he warns.

“Expertise matters when it comes to your health,” 
Kitty says. “Don’t be afraid to ask for help. And don’t 
think you will be pressured if you call us.”

 “It’s important to go to a licensed 
agent, someone who keeps up with the 
ever-changing environment of health 
insurance regulations,” Greg stresses. 
“It’s good to have someone you can call 
for a non-biased, state-specific input.”

Unlike many larger companies, 
Coastal Benefits gives clients the peace 
of mind that comes with having a local 
office. Greg and Kitty run the firm from 
their Chesapeake home. With no other 
employees, they personally answer all 
client calls.

“Some people really appreciate a local 
presence,” Greg says. 

The cost of the insurance premiums 
to the consumer is the same, whether 
Coastal Benefits writes the policy or 
whether the individual takes out a plan 
with the healthcare company themselves. 
The insurance company pays Coastal 
Benefits a commission if they write the 
policy. “The benefit is that if that we 
write the policy, the client can come to us if there is 
something they don’t understand,” Greg explains. 
”We would then call the insurer on their behalf. If we 
didn’t write the policy, we can’t do that because of law 
protecting patient privacy.”

The couple meets one-on-one with prospective 
clients wherever is most convenient and comfortable 
for the clients—usually in their homes or offices.

That easy accessibility is one thing clients Kathleen 
and Donald Lesko of Chesapeake appreciate most 
about Coastal Benefits.

“Expertise matters 
when it comes to your health. 

Don’t be afraid to ask for help.” 
                              —Kitty Broermann

“I tell Greg to see what’s best for us every year,” 
Kathleen says. “He and Kitty are so approachable. 
If you have questions or concerns, it’s never an 
inconvenience to call—and I appreciate that when you 
do call, you actually talk to one of them.”

As someone who always had health coverage through 
her employers, Joyce Smith, Membership Director at 
the Retail Alliance, says she was flabbergasted by the 
options and decisions that she suddenly faced when 
she turned 65.

“I’ve never had to pick out my own insurance,” Joyce 
confesses. “I didn’t know it would be so overwhelming. 
But Kitty and Greg held my hand and explained every 
step to me in detail so I understood everything that was 
going on.  When my policy arrived and I read the fine 
print, I had a few  questions. All I had to do was pick 
up the phone and call Greg. He answered my every 
question.”

Greg and Kitty learned firsthand the importance of 
having a quality Medicare and supplement insurance 

plan several years ago when Kitty was diagnosed with 
breast cancer after a routine mammogram. 

“I was stunned by the initial diagnosis—and scared,” 
Kitty admits. “The treatment process was an emotional 
roller coaster.”

“Because of our coverage, we could concentrate on  
treating her disease,” Greg adds. “All we had  to do 
was pay the insurance premiums. We didn’t have to 
worry about the bills.”

Kitty had surgery, finished chemotherapy and 
radiation, and received periodic drug infusions 
over the course of several months. Thankfully, her 
mammograms since that time have revealed that she is 
now cancer-free.

Since that positive diagnosis, Kitty and Greg have 
spent more time traveling and visiting their seven 
grandsons in Tulsa, Oklahoma. “We love to baby-sit,” 
Kitty says, proudly pointing to a nearby  framed photo 
of their oldest son’s family. 

Living through the ordeal only intensified the 
couple’s desire to help others—something that has not 
gone unnoticed or unappreciated by their clients.

“Greg and Kitty were determined to help me find 
the coverage that was right for my situation,” Joyce 
testifies. “From the very start, I knew that they were 
genuinely concerned about me.”

Greg and Kitty Broermann are dedicated to helping others 
find the best Medicare options available. 

Coastal Benefits 
Group, Inc. 
Educating Baby Boomers 
on Medicare insurance options

812 Pompano Arch
Chesapeake

(757) 287-5608
 www.coastalbenefitsgroupinc.com

By Allison Williams

Coastal 
Benefits 
Group, Inc.
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If a customer decides to stick with a particular seed 
product, online ordering for routine refill is a popular 
option. Online orders can be filled through in-store 
pickup, curbside service, or home delivery, but the 
staff encourages an in-person visit for education 
before setting up a new project.

For customers looking to expand beyond a bird feeder, 
Wild Birds carries an extensive line of supplemental 
products. Stepped birdbaths can multitask as a bee and 
butterfly watering hole. Pollination housing allows 
helpful insects to safely breed on location. This results 
in higher pollination and more fertilization for healthier 
plants. Meanwhile, the bugs bring the lizards, the 
lizards bring the hawks, and soon a robust ecosystem 
revolves around a flower garden. 

Such results are possible even in suburban areas. As 
Brandon explains, it may take time for wildlife to brave 
unfamiliar human traffic, but once they’ve learned that 
humans are harmless, they go about their business. 

“Individuals often feel powerless about issues 
in the environment, but the truth is, we all have the 
power to make a difference,” Trish remarks. “Right 
in our own yards are dozens of animal species we 
could help preserve. With a few simple tools and 
affordable, high-quality feed, the wildlife on a 
property can remarkably improve. Then imagine if 
homes throughout a neighborhood were all doing 
this. We could make our towns more beautiful—and 
more interesting—for generations to come.”

Brandon and Trish Lohman of Wild Birds Unlimited

Trish and Brandon Lohman, with Sales Associate 
Anne McDaniel with the store mascot Newt the cat

Wild Birds Unlimited
Trish and Brandon Lohman help others 
strengthen their connection 
to birds and wildlife

1328 Greenbrier Parkway • Chesapeake
  (757) 436-4472

https://chesapeake.wbu.com

2051 Sun Harbour Dr. • Suffolk
(757) 977-1293

https://suffolk.wbu.com
 

1628 Laskin Rd. • Virginia Beach
(757) 422-3215

https://virginiabeach.wbu.com

By Candance Moore

Every day across Hampton Roads, thousands 
of dramatic scenes play out right under our 
noses. Fortunes are stolen, lovers are lost, 
miscreants are chased, hard lessons are 
learned, and new friendships are formed. 

It’s the fascinating world of backyard wildlife—those 
adorable critters who scamper and flutter by our 
porches just out of human reach. Their world may be 
small, but it’s rich in beauty and intrigue that humans 
can tap into.

For the past six years, Trish and Brandon Lohman 
have led the area’s premier urban wildlife retailer—
Wild Birds Unlimited. From accommodations for the 
tiniest beneficial bugs to the goods that attract and 
nurture larger species, the store has something for 
just about any feathered or furry friend. With one visit 
to Wild Birds Unlimited, even diehard suburbanites 
and city dwellers can discover ways to bring a little 
wildlife into their lives.

“We serve customers of all ages and backgrounds,” 
Trish notes. “Some want to see butterflies and 
hummingbirds visit a balcony patio. Others want 
to turn a flowerbed into a diverse ecosystem. Many 
parents want to teach their children to appreciate 
animals. The great thing about backyard wildlife 
is its flexibility; there are options to attract specific 
species.”

Food, of course, remains the most effective way of 
getting an animal’s attention, and it’s the starting point 
for most beginners. Wild Birds Unlimited works with 
local suppliers to curate high-quality species-specific 
foods that nourish the animals most likely to be 
present. No filler, no useless seeds that sprout weeds, 
and no one-size-fits-all recipe. Want to attract a few 
cardinals but not blackbirds? There’s a seed for that. 
Want to help squirrels that are looking lean in winter? 
There’s a seed for that too.

The team at Wild Birds is highly educated on the 
cultivation and maintenance of a feeding routine. 
Beginners who visit the store can get advice on the 
best location for a feeder, what kinds of species are 
likely to drop by, and how long it takes to establish 
a hangout. 

After putting a feeder in place, humans can watch as 
little or as much as they please. Some people simply 

have an altruistic wish to make food plentiful, 
and that’s fine with the animals. Others, through 
the hobby of animal watching, can come to 
learn distinct patterns in wildlife behavior. It’s 
also an immensely healthy activity for isolated 
or disabled people, and it’s a great source of 
free entertainment for anyone with a bit of time 
on their hands.

Brandon and Trish discovered the hobby 
while homeschooling their three children. 
Trish, an educator, began to treat the family 
property as a classroom, explaining the complex 
mechanisms of an interconnected ecosystem. The 
family enjoyed it so much that it grew into a part-time 
endeavor. Family connections brought the Lohmans 
to Hampton Roads in 2015. As luck would have it, the 
area’s Wild Birds Unlimited franchise was looking 
for a buyer. Trish and Brandon knew they had found 
their calling.

“We all have the power 
to make a difference.

Right in our own yards are 
dozens of animal species
we could help preserve.”

                                     —Trish Lohman

Chesapeake’s Greenbrier location, a well-known 
landmark, recently moved into a larger space in the 
same parking lot, now next to Bed Bath and Beyond. 
Then there’s a Hilltop location in Virginia Beach and 
a new store in Suffolk. Stores offer seed, supplies, 
hobby gear, and decorative wildlife gift items. 
Outside the store are feeders that offer quite a show. 
A visit to a store is the best way for a beginning 
nature watcher to get ideas.

The Lohmans are still educators at heart who now 
get to teach hundreds of wildlife lovers. To visit 
Wild Birds Unlimited is to walk through a gateway 
of knowledge: exhibitions, training sessions, rehab 
presentations, and informative books are available 
on site. Brandon, daughter Madison, and son Tyler 
are all part of a warm, engaging atmosphere where 
customers are encouraged to ask questions.

Customers are surprised to find a rescue cat as 
part of the team. Since the stores don’t sell live 
animals, there’s nothing for a cat to hunt, and 
it’s another way for the Lohmans to benefit an 
animal population. With a chuckle, Trish reveals 
how the cats even contribute to the store: they are 
excellent ambassadors on animal safety and wildlife 
preservation. Dogs, cats, and other in-home pets 
have their place on a property with wildlife, as 
long as certain boundaries are set. The Wild Birds 
team can offer tips on keeping every creature safe. 
Should a customer encounter an injured animal in 
the wild, the store connects with local rehabilitation 
organizations. The idea is to turn one’s property into 
a safe haven where animals are looked after with 
minimal intrusion.
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Retail Alliance 
Member 
Relations 
Advisor Karen 
Husselbee 

From left:Ricky Christian, Mayor 
Rick West, Beth Keenehan, Jennifer 
Judy, and Matthew Johnson

From left: 
Ricky Christian, 

Beth Keenehan, and 
Mark Christian, 

owners of Espirt Decor 
Home Furnishings

From left: Shopper Account Executive 
Amy Brewer and Shopper Publisher 
Jean Loxley-Barnard

Matthew Johnson, 
Bassett Vice President 

of Sales

Congratulations to Esprit Decor Home Furnishings on 38 years of business and on the opening 
of the new Basset Benchmade Gallery!

Esprit Decor Home Furnishings 38th Anniversary Celebration 

See these and other photos at TheShopper.com

From left:  Shopper Publisher 
Jean Loxley-Barnard and 

Chesapeake Mayor Rick West

In honor of National Disability Employment 
Awareness Month, the PBS American Masters 
series will premiere the new documentary 
Becoming Helen Keller at 9:00 p.m. on Tuesday, 
October 19. The film rediscovers the complex life 
and legacy of author and activist Helen Keller.

Her name is easily recognizable from grade-
school history projects, the film The Miracle 
Worker, as well as tasteless jokes. But most 

Americans nowadays are unclear about Keller’s 
place in history and why she is so often considered 
one of the twentieth century’s most remarkable 
women. 

Born a healthy child to a well-to-do Alabama 
family in 1880, Helen contracted scarlet fever 
while an infant and was left blind and deaf. As 
she grew from infancy into childhood, she became 
wild and unruly.

Helen’s life changed in 1887 when Anne 
Sullivan, a 20-year-old graduate of the Perkins 
School for the Blind, came to live with her family 
and serve as her teacher. The daughter of poor 
Irish immigrants, Anne, like so many blind people 
of that day, spent years as a ward of the state 
before entering Perkins at 14 years of age.  After 
enduring many botched operations, her sight was 
partially restored.

Anne began teaching Helen by manually signing 
words into the child’s hand.  Helen quickly learned 
to form the letters correctly, in the correct order, 
but with no concept of language, she did not yet 
associate her hand motions to specific ideas and 
meanings. 

On April 5, 1887, less than a month after 
her arrival, Anne sought to resolve her pupil’s 
confusion regarding the nouns “mug” and “milk,” 
which Helen confused with the verb “drink.”

Taking Helen to the water pump outside, Anne 
put the girl’s hand under the spout. As the cool 
water gushed over one hand, Ann spelled into 

Helen’s other hand the word “w-a-t-e-r,” first 
slowly, then rapidly. Suddenly, the signals had 
meaning in Helen’s mind. She knew that “water” 
meant the cool substance flowing over her hand. 
Quickly, Helen stopped and touched the earth, 
demanding its letter name. By nightfall, the child 
had learned 30 words.

As Helen’s education continued, her high 
intelligence became obvious. News of what 
seemed to be a miracle was quickly picked up and 
sensationalized by the media of the day. Advocacy 
for the blind and for those living with other 
disabilities entered the public consciousness. 

It was Helen’s work as an advocate for the 
disabled that touched director Laurie Block 
personally and inspired her to create the film.

“I belong to the generation of women who 
learned about her child’s disability during 
pregnancy,” she explains. “That was 30 years ago. 
My family needed special education, affordable 
healthcare, an accessible environment, and 
vocational services. I wondered how disability 
advocacy was done before the Civil Rights Era, 
and creating this film about Helen Keller’s life let 
me explore that.”

Using hundreds of rarely-seen photographs, 
historic film clips, and striking recreations, 
Becoming Helen Keller vividly brings Helen’s 
story to life from her perspective, illuminating 
how she became one of the 20th century’s first 
human rights pioneers. 

“Becoming Helen Keller”
New PBS film illuminates the life of an American icon

− Rob Lauer
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Master oyster 
shucker, 

Jon Villavicencio

Dr. Juan Montero, II, 
the founder of Montero 
Medical Missions

Fish Fry for Montero Medical Missions
At Montero Medical Mission’s recent Fish Fry Humanitarian Fundraiser, supporters enjoyed delicious seafood, oysters, 
and music—with all proceeds going to a great cause.

See these and other photos at TheShopper.com

From left:  
Susan Allen, 

Former Virginia 
Governor George Allen, 

Dr. Juan Montero, and 
Delegate Jason Miyares

Nicole Maxino, 
Owner and Creative 
Director of Coastal 
Virginia Marketing

Coming Soon...

Coming in 2022....A publication featuring Attorneys

 The Shopper's Holiday Issue 
Celebrates its 41st Year

Call now to be a part of this 
year's issue! Doctor Doctorto

MAGAZINE

This issue will highlight the 
EVMS Strelitz Diabetes Center 
initiative to honor Aaron Vinik, 
MD, PhD. by establishing the 
Vinik Professorship at EVMS. 

A Loxley-Barnard Family Publication

Our upcoming issue will feature the story of our 
beloved Dr.Vinik and invites doctors to acknowledge 

the primary influencer in their careers as well.

For Information, visit 
evms.edu/vinikprofessorship 

or call 757-961-1724.

Please visit the Contact Us section of 
DoctorToDoctorMagazine.com 

to comment or call our publisher’s office at 757-547-0520
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The Estate Planning Solution
Linda M. Sherfey, Esq., USN retired
966-9700  Chesapeake
www.sherfeylaw.com
Read my story at TheShopper.com

At-your-place appointments available

“What You 
Don’t Know Can 

Haunt Your Family–
Bad Planning or 

No Planning”
I have collected some scary stories over the years. The moral of these 

stories: it’s necessary to have an estate plan AND periodically check it. As 
usual, my stories are all true.

Scary Story #1: Tom’s brother, Bill, died. Bill was not married and did not 
have any children. His estate was not large. Tom discovered that Bill still had 
his ex-wife as his payable-on-death beneficiary on his bank account. Bill’s 
ex-wife happily accepted the $32,000 from Bill’s bank account.

Hmmm…I wonder if Bill really wanted his ex-wife to receive a large chunk of 
his estate, or did he just forget that she was the beneficiary for his bank 
account?

Scary Story #2: Ed and his first wife had three children together. After his 
first wife died, Ed remarried. When Ed died, his children received nothing: 
Ed’s second wife got everything. Maybe Ed did not understand that any 
joint asset belongs automatically to the survivor. So, if Ed and his second 
wife had a joint bank account, she got it all at his death. 

Hmmm…Did Ed intend to disinherit his kids, or was it an accident?
Scary Story #3: Edna continued to live with her mom and step-dad, Ron, 

when she became an adult. Ron owned the house they lived in. Her mom 
died first and then Ron. When Edna went to the courthouse to see if she 
qualified for reduced property taxes, she was horrified to find out that the 
house was not hers. Ron did not have a will to leave the house to Edna. 
Edna was not Ron’s blood relative, so under the Virginia statute, the house 
did not transfer to her. (And Ron’s blood relative doesn’t even know they 
own a house.)

Hmmm…Did Ron just incorrectly assume that Edna would inherit his house?
On the surface, planning what will happen to your assets when you are 

gone seems straightforward and simple. But it actually is really tricky and 
easy to make a mistake.

Hmmm…is that what you really want?

“The 5 Declassified Estate Planning Secrets You Can’t Afford to Ignore”
Author Linda M. Sherfey, Esq., USN ret.

In-person seminars are cancelled. No surprise there. 

But now you can watch her book seminar on a free DVD 
in the comfort of your home. 

You will also receive a free copy of Linda’s printed book. 

Watch the 60-minute DVD, write down your questions, 
make an appointment and your questions will be answered.

Call 757-966-9700 today to receive your free DVD and book!

Left to right: Charlie Spencer, G & W Awards; Loretta Dunn, Working Class Karma; 
Jamie Skinner, Shark City Naturals; Danell Skinner, Shark City Naturals; Tracy 
Knighton, WSKY TV; Kelli Bonkoski, Valpak; Amy Harrington, Get Beyond; Melissa 
Rogers, Valpak; Kate Powell, Tidewater Arts Outreach; Laurie DePrano, Garrett 
Realty Partners; Andy Sutter, Freedom Boat Club; Lareina Consalvo, Sinclair 
Digital; Dave Hobbs, Five Rings Financial; Mike Merritt, Siren Skate Shop

From left: WSKY-
TV’s Tracy Knighton 
with Danell Skinner 

and Jamie Skinner of 
Shark City Naturals

Beautiful morning 
for a boat ride

From left: Loretta Dunn of Working 
Class Karma, Mike Merritt of Siren 
Skate Shop, and Laurie DePrano of 
Garrett Realty Partners

See these and other photos at TheShopper.com

From left: Lareina Consalvo, 
Sinclair Digital; Melissa 

Rogers ofValpak; Steve Tobin, 
WSKY-TV; Amy Harrington, 

Get Beyond

Recently the Retail Alliance sponsored a meet-and-greet at Freedom Boat Club 
in Portsmouth. Attendees kicked off this particular Tuesday morning on the 
water with food, drinks, and boat rides!

Retail Alliance
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the nearby Great Dismal Swamp. For decades, the 
production and shipping of cedar shingles were so 
robust that the area was widely known as Shingle 
Landing. But when a post office was opened there 
in 1857, the locality adopted the Algonquin word 
“Moyock,” meaning “place of the oak on the trail”—
as its official name.

“Smart Growth” means holding on to
the things that make Moyock unique.
Instead of letting sprawl spread for 

miles, it means setting guidelines to 
preserve Moyock’s distinctive character 

and charm.

From the late 1600s through the first decades of the 
twentieth century, life in Moyock remained idyllically 
peaceful, with the Canadian Goose population far 
outnumbering humans. Then in the 1930s, Moyock 
went to the dogs—literally.

For years, Norfolk, Virginia—the region’s urban 
center and home to the world’s largest naval base—
had been a hotbed of greyhound racing. The Norfolk 
race track operated under the benign-sounding name 
The Cavalier Kennel Club until the Commonwealth 
outlawed gambling. When that happened, the entire 
operation moved a few miles south, over the border 
of North Carolina to Moyock.  There the dogs raced, 
and the crowds gambled throughout the 1940s until 
North Carolina officials passed anti-gambling laws 
in 1954 that shut the operation down for good.

But the local “need for speed” persisted, morphing 
from the four-legged variety to the “hot wheels” 
variety. NASCAR stepped in to put the quarter-mile 
oval dog-racing track to good use. The newly dubbed 
Dog Track Speedway was used as a dirt track until 
1962, when it was paved and lengthened to a half-
mile.  Between 1962 and 1966, Moyock’s Dog Track 
Speedway hosted seven NASCAR races, featuring 
some of the biggest names in the sport, including Ned 
Jarrett and Richard Petty. Dwindling crowds and the 
lure of more modern racetracks led to the end of the 
Moyock racing era in 1966. Until recent years when 
the property was developed for residential housing, 

The Moyock Boom
Thanks to its charm and 
affordability, this N.C. 
township is Hampton Roads’ 
fastest growing bedroom 
community 
By Rob Lauer

Two years ago, when Jennifer and Keith 
Tolarchyk’s triplets left for college, the 
Chesapeake couple decided to downsize. 
Ideally, they wanted a home with four 
bedrooms for when the kids were home 

during holidays and summers. Still, no longer 
concerned about living in a particular school district, 
they were open to living anywhere in the region they 
found appealing.

“We looked at homes in some neighborhoods we 
had targeted and, given what we had budgeted, were 
not overly impressed by our options there,” Jennifer 
recalls. They walked away from looking at homes in 
other areas of Hampton Roads feeling the same way.

When Jennifer expressed their frustration to some 
friends, one of them suggested that she and Keith 
consider looking at homes in his neck of the woods—
Moyock.

“My first reaction was, ‘No way,’” Jennifer laughs. 
“I was not going to move all the way to North 
Carolina. But finally, Keith and I drove there and 
looked at some homes. The drive wasn’t bad at all, 
and when we saw the houses and the size of the yards 
available in Moyock for what we had budgeted—
well, there was no comparison. And property taxes 
were so much lower there.”

The couple 
bought a 
spacious five-
bedroom home 
sitting on almost 
an acre on a 
cul-de-sac street and quickly settled into the more 
relaxed rhythms of life in Moyock. “If we need to 
go to the Greenbrier area or Elizabeth City to shop, 
it’s a quick, easy drive,” Jennifer says. “But there are 
plenty of great local businesses and restaurants here 
and things like the charming Moyock Farm Market. 
It’s so easy to get out in nature and explore the areas 
off the main road. And there’s such a close sense of 
community here.”

Sitting snuggly along the border of Virginia, 
Moyock is an unincorporated community in 
North Carolina’s Currituck County with a current 
population of more than 4,200.

When settlers first arrived in the area during the late 
1600s, they made quick use of its natural resources. 
The region’s abundant and fertile land facilitated 
farming and agriculture, and easy access to the local 
waterways helped secure Moyock’s reputation as a 
busy port for commerce. Early fortunes were made 
by exporting shingles made from cypress trees in 
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the faint outline of the former race track was still 
visible on Google maps.

Over the next few decades, life in Moyock 
remained quiet, the only exception being heavy 
traffic along highway 168 on specific summer days 
as vacationers traveled to and from the Outer Banks.

In recent years, that stretch of 168 has been dubbed 
“The Gateway to the Outer Banks.” Businesses have 
opened there to serve vacationers passing through as 
well as a growing number of newcomers who, like 
Jennifer and Keith, are making Moyock their home. 
Numerous national food and retail chains have 
opened along the corridor, joined by smaller, locally-
owned businesses.

In July, Moyock’s Single Landing Park opened. 
Paying tribute to the name the original settlers gave 
the area, the waterside park features walkways and 
trails, picnic areas, pickleball courts, a traditonal 
playground for children, and beautiful sculptures of 
area wildlife. 

Some life-long residents have expressed concern 
that the growth could change Moyock’s unique rural 
community feel, but Currituck County Economic 
Development, acknowledging that fast growth isn’t 
always best for a community, is committed to “Smart 
Growth.”

“Smart Growth” means holding on to the things 
that make Moyock unique.  Instead of letting sprawl 
spread for miles, it means setting guidelines to 
preserve Moyock’s distinctive character and charm.

The Moyock Farm Market is an excellent example 
of a booming Moyock business that incorporates the 
area’s rural charm. Owned by Jonathan and Jamie 

Pittman, the market’s rustic red buildings harken 
back to a simpler time when red barns, wooden 
wagons, and now-classic farm trucks dotted the rural 
American landscape. Not only do travelers along 
the Carratoke Highway stop when they catch sight 
of the market, but residents of Moyock’s newer 
neighborhoods have become loyal customers.

“We picked this lot because there are a lot of 
communities being built behind us,” Jamie says 
with a warm smile. “There’s a lot of growth coming 
to our area, and it’s making it easier for people to 
ride their bikes or walk to us. Never in my wildest 
dreams could I have imagined our market to be as 
big and popular and as blessed as we are.”

Considering NASCAR’s role in Moyock’s 
history, it seems only fitting that Strang Enterprises, 
launched in 2017 by Chris Strang, would find a 
home there. With in-house capabilities for auto 
repairs, diagnostics, and scheduled maintenance, 
Chris also excels in automobile restoration work. 

One recent job of which he’s particularly proud 
is the restoration of a classic 1967 Ford Mustang 
Fastback. Brought to Chris as a literal shell of its 
former self, it left his expert hands a bright red 
beauty, complete with white racing stripes from its 
front to back. “I just like to be around cars,” Chris 
says with a friendly smile that belies the fact he is 
one of the region’s most accomplished mechanical 
tradesmen. Strang Enterprises’ Moyock location 
ensures that Chris’s expertise is readily available to 

anyone in Hampton Roads down through the Outer 
Banks.

With Moyock’s rural beauty offering a restful 
escape from the region’s busy urban centers, it 
seems natural that Licensed Professional Counselor 
Kaylee B. Bynum would choose the area as the 
home of Peaceful Waters Counseling and Wellness 
Center. “I have always loved Currituck and the 
Outer Banks and thought it was a perfect fit,” 
Kaylee says.

Located on Caratoke Highway, Peaceful 
Waters’ light blue, pavilion-shaped center evokes 
the Outer Banks’ relaxed beachy feel. Inside, 
Kaylee and a team of dedicated psychotherapists 
offer empirically-evidenced counseling services 
designed to  promote emotional, mental, physical, 
and spiritual wellness. Peaceful Waters’ Moyock 
location allows it to fulfill its mission of offering 
kind, compassionate care to residents across 
northeastern North Carolina and Hampton Roads.

Moyock Farm Market, Strang Enterprises, and 
Peaceful Waters Counseling and Wellness Center 
are examples of the diverse businesses making 
Moyock their home. In addition, Moyock’s growing 
economic base, reasonable real estate prices, and 
distinctive charm are responsible for the influx of 
new residents from the greater Hampton Roads area. 
The most recent statistics from North Carolina show 
that over 40 percent of all Moyock residents work 
across the state line in Virginia.

Jennifer is one such person. She makes a daily 
25-minute commute to her job in Chesapeake’s 
Great Bridge area, where she also belongs to a gym. 
“My drive to and from work each day has become 
enjoyable,” she says. “I take the back roads, so 
traffic isn’t bad. I enjoy the rural scenery, and the 
drive gives me a chance to decompress between 
work and home. I have time now to take off my 
office hat and clear my head before getting home. 
Some of my friends at the gym who have also moved 
to Moyock say the same thing.”

Clearing one’s head. Life at a more relaxed pace. 
The nearness of nature. A closer sense of community. 
These are just a few things causing a growing 
number of people and businesses from across the 
region to make Moyock their home.

Moyock Farm Market, Strang 
Enterprises, and Peaceful Waters 
Counseling and Wellness Center 

are examples of the diverse business 
making Moyock their home.
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Website developed by Internet Marketing & Design

Our responsive website instantly adjusts to fit on all devices—

Computers   |   Tablets   |   Smartphones

HOPPER.COMTHES

Oct 14

Nov 13

Dec 4 Moonlight Dinner Gala
Live and Silent Auction | Dancing
Hilton Norfolk The Main

Breakfast with Santa
Photos with Santa | Silent Auction 
Kids Activities
Chesapeake Conference Center

Blooms of Hope
Auction of Tom Barnes Fine Art | Cocktails
IPConfigure

SAVE THE DATES 
AND JOIN US!

to benefit CHKD’s Cancer Center

Celebrating 125 years 
of raising funds, friends, 
and awareness of CHKD.
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      Endorsed by Chesapeake’s Fraternal Order of Police,
Professional Fire Fighters of Chesapeake,  
Chesapeake’s Public Safety Alliance and 

the Repubican Party of Chesapeake.

MATT HAMEL IS
THE SMART CHOICE

FOR OUR NEXT PROSECUTOR.
HERE’S WHY.

NOVEMBER 2,
VOTE MATT HAMEL.

Tested and proven Navy prosecutor
    and Iraq War veteran.

Special Assistant United States prosecutor.
Founder of a successful local law firm. 

Chesapeake City Councilman.

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT PAID FOR BY MATT HAMEL

Help us find one.
Alzheimer’s Association TrialMatch® is a free, easy-
to-use clinical studies matching service that connects 
individuals with Alzheimer’s, caregivers, healthy 
volunteers, and physicians with current studies. Our 
continuously updated database of Alzheimer’s clinical 
trials includes more than 260 promising clinical studies 
being conducted at over 700 trials sites across the 
country. 

Don’t 
just 
hope 
for a 
cure.

For more information visit alz.org/trialmatch

You can make a difference

H.E.R. also provides a 24 Hr Emergency Hotline, 
case management, community support groups, court advocacy, 

child trauma program and age appropriate support, housing assistance 
and employment empowerment programs. 

Volunteer with H.E.R. Safe Place, a local Domestic Violence 
Resource that provides emergency shelter and 

quality care to adult and child survivors.

For more information visit www.hershelter.com 
or contact Volunteer Coordinator at 757-485-1445 

or volunteer@hershelter.com. 
If you need help from H.E.R. please contact 

the 24hr Hotline at 757-485-3384.

Volunteer opportunities include:
provide a meal • maintenance • yard work • gardening

re-decorate a room • movie nights • kids game/craft nights 
childcare for job interviews/support groups

24hr Hotline • Goal Coach • Life Skill Presenter
H.E.R. Ambassador • hold a drive • hold a fundraiser
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By Betsy Patterson
Master Graphoanalyst

(Part VI)

Unique Services
	 •	Personality	Profile	
	 •	Compatibility	Assessment	
	 •	Personnel	Selection	
	 •	Vocational	Suitability	
	 •	Gift	Certificate	
	 •	Speaker:	Educational	Entertainment	
	 •	Classes:	Learn	to	analyze	
								handwriting	(Books	I	&	II)

421-9123

Self Discovery

the Write Sense

To Tell the Truth...or Not?
If something important happens in your life, do 

you seek out a friend to talk with, or do you keep 
it to yourself? Do you tell people what you really 
think, or do you bend the truth now and then? Let's 
look at some communication traits.

Some feel an inner need to express themselves 
by sharing their real feelings and opinions. 
Talkativeness is shown by circle letters (a, o, d, 
g, q) that are open at the top.

Reticent people are less likely to communicate. 
They tend to speak when they see a need to do so, 
often getting their point across with a few words. 
The tops of their 
letters are closed.

One can have both open and closed circle letters 
in one's writing; one might be eager to talk about a 
new restaurant but not about marital problems. 
People who are frank can be talkative or reticent: 
they will make clean circle letters with no loops or 
hooks. They will tell others what they really think.

Most of us prefer to keep some things private. 
Being secretive is a common trait revealed in 
circle letters that have a loop on the right side: the 
larger the loop, the more important the secret the 
writer feels he must guard.

To escape unpleasant realities, some people kid 
themselves about whether something is true or 
not. This trait is called self-deceit and is shown 
by loops at the beginning of the circle letters.

When evaluating cursive writing for a 
personality profile, I look for intentional 
deceit, evasiveness, and deceptive 
manipulativeness. These are self-defense 
traits that can be hurtful to others.

 You may have to be pried away from a project. 
Setting distant goals is your preference.

Halloween Discoveries
On The FrOnT POrch WiTh YOu

Going trick-or-treating can be a 
journey of discovery. As a kid, peering 
through the eyes of a plastic dime-store 

mask, my neighborhood took on a magical glow, 
seeming new and unfamiliar. Under the milky street 
lights, it was impossible to tell if an approaching gang of 
costumed fellow trick-or-treaters were friends or 
strangers. Anticipating the bestowal of cavity-causing 
treats, our hearts beat a little faster when knocking on the 
front doors of neighbors we’d known all our lives. 
Would the adult inside answer the door wearing a 
mask or costume? Would they look funny or scary? 

When the barber who lived across the street—and 
who always seemed so solemn—answered his door 
wearing a red clown’s nose, I felt as if I had discovered 
something new and essential about the man. The same 
was true of the retired Baptist minister who lived on 
the next block. One Sunday afternoon, when we 
knocked on his door and offered to rake his yard for a 
dime, he severely scolded us for breaking the Sabbath. 
But on Halloween, as he handed out candy with a 
smile and complimented our costumes, I discovered 
there was more to him than a persnickety tirade on 
obeying the fourth commandment. 

In the working-class neighborhood of my early 
childhood, there was one house that stood out from 
the rest. It was a white, two-story Colonial, with a 
large well-kept yard. It didn’t look scary or haunted; 
it looked pleasant, welcoming and—to my kid’s 
mind—boring. For years, we never went trick-or-
treating there. Then when I was nine, we did. As we 
ascended the brick front porch steps, I noticed a 
small sign in the ivy bed that wasn’t visible from the 
street. It read: “Two Oaks: Built in 1822.”

I was stunned! The other houses in our 
neighborhood had been built 20 years earlier, but this 
house was nearly 150 years old! In getting a closer 
look at something familiar, I discovered that our 
modest neighborhood had been built on what had 
once been a large, prosperous plantation. From then 
on, thanks to trick-or-treating, I never again thought 
of my neighborhood in quite the same way.

…wearing costumes, playing tricks, 
and giving treats 

are ways of revealing hidden aspects 
of ourselves to others. 

Even though we’re too old to trick-or-treat, 
chaperoning our kids or grandkids on Halloween is a 
fun way to discover new things about our 
neighborhoods. Has someone decorated their front 
porch, or erected a haunted house in their driveway? 
Why not stroll over and check it out—even if not 
chaperoning trick-or-treaters? Enjoy a laugh or scare; 
compliment them on their efforts; thank them for 
bringing some communal fun to the holiday.

We typically think of dressing up for Halloween as a 
way of hiding ourselves from others. In reality, 
wearing costumes, playing tricks, and giving treats are 
ways of revealing hidden aspects of ourselves to 
others.  We might be too old to trick-or-treat, but we’re 
never too old to see the familiar through new eyes. 
May this Halloween be a night of fun-filled discovery.

by Rob Lauer

Rob Lauer is an award-winning, nationally-produced and published 
playwright with over 35 years of experience in the entertainment 
industry. His national credits include production work for MGA Films, 
Time/Warner TV, The Learning Channel and The History Channel. 
Locally, Rob has been producing, directing and hosting three TV 
series for PCTV (the City of Portsmouth’s official channel) since 2011.

757-966-2910  |  www.RejuvaMedSpaVirginia.com

Read Family Medicine Healthcare’s story at TheShopper.com
 Follow us @rejuvamedicalspa3925 Portsmouth Blvd, Chesapeake

Book your treatment today, 
spaces are limited.

 Cannot be combined with any 
other discount or promotion.
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• Licensed Professional Counselor
• Licensed Clinical Mental Health Counselor
• Licensed Clinical Social Worker
• Licensed Marriage & Family Therapist
• Nurse Practitioner (supervising D.O. provided)

• Will provide licensure assistance for those 
not licensed in the state of N.C.

• Associate licensed or residents will be considered

WE ARE HIRING! JOIN OUR TEAM!

380 Caratoke Highway 
Moyock, NC

252-232-8086

• Parent Education 
• Life Coaching
• Premarital Counseling

• Group Counseling & Grief Support
• Eye Movement Desensitization & Reprocessing
• Mindfulness Meditation Massage
• Essential Oils/Aromatherapy

Services We Offer:

*Stipulations apply - full time contract must be signed

peacefulwaterscounseling.com

OFFERING $500 
REFERRAL FEE 

and $500 SIGN-ON 
BONUS*

Send resume and cover letter to 
info@peacefulwaterscounseling.com

• Psychotherapy & Counseling - Individuals, Couples, Children & Adolescents

All of Us

By Breonna Loxley

Breonna Loxley is an animal care technician at an animal shelter. 
She is an avid artist, writer, and animal-lover. She lives with her 
parents, a younger brother, two cats, and one dog.

I speak so often of animal rescue not so everyone 
will know about it, but with the hope that everyone 
will become involved in it. It takes so much more than 
a shelter to save animals. It takes Good Samaritans who 
stop to help animals in need, who speak up against 
neglect. It takes volunteers, donors, transporters, 
fosterers, adopters, advocates. Rescuers still struggle 
so desperately to save lives because our society isn't 
fulfilling these roles. Every one of us can play a vital 
part, often through the smallest acts. My own journey 
in animal rescue began in 2008 when I was 11 years 
old and raised money for my local shelter. I became a 
volunteer and began walking dogs with my mom every 
weekend. This inspired my ongoing employment of 
nearly four years in animal rescue. There was so much 
I didn't know about shelters when I began—but the 
more I learned, the more I wanted to help.

Rescuers encounter countless individuals who don't 
care to know or do better, but there are also many 
who unknowingly lack the information to make better 
choices. There is so much misinformation pertaining 
to shelter animals and animal care in general, from the 
notion that shelter animals are somehow "broken" or 
inferior to far too prevalent breed prejudices or failing 
to recognize the importance of vital veterinary care 
like heartworm prevention. Overpopulation is the main 
reason shelters are brimming with unwanted animals—
yet people still breed their pets irresponsibly, as if they 
aren't taking homes away from those already cramming 
shelter cages. So many animals facing euthanasia are 
not sick, injured, old, or aggressive. The euthanasia of 
healthy animals across the world is something we need 
to start talking about. The fact that shelters forced to 
euthanize are often vilified is a primary example of 
how deeply misunderstood this crisis is. Those on the 
frontlines are not the ones who failed these creatures, 
yet they still bear the burden of comforting them 
during their final moments.

Mahatma Gandhi is often quoted as having said, 
"The greatness of a nation can be judged by the way 
its animals are treated." If that is right, then perhaps 
the reprehensible state of companion animal welfare 
reflects the prejudice, violence, and division pervading 
our country. If we cannot be humane towards one 
another, how can we honor and deserve God's 
creatures? For the past decade, I have been amazed 
and moved by the affectionate and forgiving nature of 
shelter animals—of the pit bulls and other stereotyped 
breeds so many people needlessly fear, of the dogs 
and cats that have suffered abuse and abandonment 
without losing faith in people. The souls in our nation's 
animal shelters are not the problem and responsibility 
of only those shelters. These animals belong to all of 
us, and it is up to all of us to save or fail them together.

Paws a Moment

It takes Good Samaritans
who stop to help animals in need,

who speak up against neglect.
It takes volunteers, donors, transporters, 

fosterers, adopters, advocates

Historic Items Donated to Foundation
The Four Flags Chapter of the National Society Daughters of the American Revolution (NSDAR) recently 
donated an 18th-century pewter tankard and a powder horn to the Great Bridge Battlefield and Waterways 
History Foundation. At a ceremony held on September 10, Sharon Magyar, Regent of the Four Flags Chapter, 
NSDAR, presented the items to Elizabeth Goodwin, the foundation’s executive director.

See these and 
other photos at TheShopper.com

Front row, from left: Elizabeth Goodwin and Sharon Magyar. 
Back row, from left: Sharon Williams, Melissa Sutton, 
Dot Johnson, Sharon Crowgey, Terry Reveley, Kathy Bucher, 
Joyce Zydon, Charlotte Corbett, Dale Harrell, and Joan 
Cannella.

Dot Johnson, Vice Regent of Four Flags 
Chapter, NSDAR; Sharon Magyar, Regent of 
the Four Flags Chapter, NSDAR; and Joyce 

Zydon, Recording Secretary of the Four 
Flags Chapter, NSDAR.
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and try the first batch of the winter beers. In other 
words, the wedding of the prince and princess 
had been a perfectly timed excuse to drink an 
abundance of the many seasonably available beers. 

Up until the late 19th century, drinking booths 
had been set up each year during Oktoberfest, but 
as crowd size grew, it became evident that more 
space was needed. Cities, towns, and villages 
across Germany began building large fest halls. 
Nearly a century and a half later, when people 
worldwide think of German architecture, those 
fest halls come to mind.

Over the past 201 years, Germany has only 
canceled Oktoberfest a handful of times—because 
of pandemics and two World Wars. Despite the 
festival’s name, celebrations actually begin in 
mid-September and end three weeks later because 
German weather is typically cold and rainy by 
mid-October.

 Oktoberfest in the United States roughly follows 
the same calendar as Germany and includes lots of 
beer drinking, oompah bands, and German food 
like bratwurst and knockwurst.

The first U.S. celebration of Oktoberfest was 
sponsored in 1961 by the city of La Crosse, 
Wisconsin. Throughout the 1970s, such diverse cities 
as Helen (Georgia), Vail (Colorado, and Nashville 
(Tennessee) began sponsoring Oktoberfest events. 
Over the years, other municipalities nationwide 
followed suit, often mixing in elements of rural 
American harvest festivals. As small local 
breweries grew in popularity and number,  they 
discovered that Oktoberfest was a perfect reason to 
offer unique autumnal brews such as Pumpkin and 
Pumpkin spice beers. For the record, pumpkins are 
native to America—not Germany. Still, the fact that 
so many people now associate this quintessentially 
American brew with Oktoberfest is a textbook 
example of cultural crossbreeding. 

Americans who eat out often or frequent 
microbreweries and pubs now expect to see 
Oktoberfest-themed food items, cocktails, and 
beers on menus between mid-September and mid-
October. Folk dancers in lederhosen, skipping to 
the beat of a German oompah band, are as much 
a part of American fall festivals as hayrides and 
pumpkins.

In short, Oktoberfest is now as American as 
hotdogs and hamburgers.  

Pumpkin Beer 
and Lederhosen
Oktoberfest is now an 
American Tradition 
By Rob Lauer

Because we are a nation of immigrants, 
we often forget that some of the most 
beloved aspects of American life and 
culture are imports from other countries.

Consider the spread at a traditional 
Fourth of July cookout. Are there any foods more 
quintessentially All-American than the beloved 
hamburger and hot dog? And yet, the hamburger 
is actually a German invention—Hamberg-style 
steak, created in and named for Germany’s second-
largest city Hamberg. The American hotdog is a 
Frankfurter—a traditional German sausage from 
Frankfurt—eaten on a bun. 

Even Chicken Fried Steak—often considered 
a staple of Southern cuisine—is actually nothing 
more than Wienerschnitzel—a classic German dish 
originally brought to Colonial Virginia and later 
Texas by German settlers.

America’s premier beer companies were all 
established by German immigrants over 150 years 
ago. The German-made Mercedes-Benz is probably 
America’s favorite luxury car. And, of course, the 
Christmas Trees that deck millions of American 
homes and businesses each December were first 
brought to our soil in a tidal wave of German 
immigration in the 1850s.

Over the last few decades, another aspect of 
German culture has become a part of American life 
each autumn—Oktoberfest.

Almost 20 percent of Americans claim German 
ancestry, and with many of them looking for a festive 
way in which to connect to their roots, Oktoberfest 
celebrations have popped up in nearly every major 
city nationwide. Other Americans, simply looking to 
enjoy cultural gatherings with plenty of beer, food, 
and live music, have also embraced Oktoberfest 
even though most of them have no idea what the 
festival is all about.

 Is Oktoberfest 
a German harvest 
festival? Does it 
celebrate the month 
of October—as, 
given the festival’s 
name, many might 
assume? Or is it something like a German Fourth of 
July? The answer to all of these questions is, “No.”

Oktoberfest was first celebrated in Germany in 
1810, though the event was not originally given that 
name. Initially, the occasion was the celebration of 
a royal wedding—that of the future Bavarian king, 
Prince Ludwig I, to Princess Therese Von Saxon 
on October 12, 1810. The blissfully happy couple 
invited the people of Munich to participate in the 
celebration and watch a grand parade following the 
royal nuptials. Plenty of festive foods and alcohol 
later marked this colossal wedding reception, 
which culminated in horse races before the royal 
family.

Is Oktoberfest a 
German harvest festival?

Does it celebrate 
the month of October — as, given the 

festival’s name, many might assume?
Or is it something like a 
German Fourth of July?

Because the initial celebration earned the royal 
couple tons of goodwill from the people, they 
decided repeat performances were in order. During 
the second year of the festivities in 1811, a show was 
added to the celebration. In 1818, there were even 
more horse races, and carnival booths were set up.

A rousing hit with the Bavarian revelers, the 
now annual event was christened Oktoberfest and 
spread across Germany.

As the memory of the royal wedding faded, 
Oktoberfest became a celebration of the glorious 
process of German beer making. Because the 
cooler climate of Germany made it difficult to 
cultivate grapes for wine, grains were fermented. 
Certain types of beers, ales, and loggers could only 
be made under certain conditions, usually related 
to temperature. Because refrigeration was a thing 
of the future, the kind of beer that could be made 
was typically reliant on the time of year and the 
weather. Ales, stouts, porters, and wheat beers were 
warmer. Laggers, pilsners, and bottle-fermented 
beers were made in the cold winter months. 
Considering that German autumns turn cold rather 
quickly, late September and early October was the 
perfect time to drink the rest of the summer beer 
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3326 Taylor Road    483-4700    midgettefamilydentistry.com

Read our story at TheShopper.com

Dr. Brian P. Midgette  
Dr. James W. Baker 
Dr. Kelly B. Paxton
Comprehensive Family Dentistry

Candy Diagnosis
by Brian P. Midgette

D.D.S.

Okay, so you sneak a couple of bite-
sized Snickers bars out of your 

kid's trick or treat bag  as the long- 
awaited sugar crash takes its toll on 
your pint-sized vampire. As she lays 
motionless on the family room carpet 
amidst a bed of candy wrappers, cheeks 
and fingers laquered in a coating of 
sticky sugar and chocolate, you quietly 
tear open the wrapper and hurriedly 
pop the morsel into your mouth, trying 
to make it a quick robbery because you 
just noticed that in that pumpkin bag, 
just beneath that Starburst, is a 
Butterfinger with your name on it. The 
anticipation of the mixture of sweet 
chocolate and caramel tempered by the 
slightly salty peanuts is almost too 
much to bear. In one firm squeeze, with 
your eyes closed and a smile across 
your lips, there it is — nirvana. The 
caramel coats and sticks to your teeth 
on the left side of your mouth, so you 
gently maneuver the melty goodness to 
the right side. You excitedly make that 
second chew. As your molars mash that 
peanut, all of a sudden you feel a small 
jolt of lightning. Upon pulling your 
teeth apart, there it is again. You know 
that feeling, only it is much more 
intense this time. Lately when you 
chew on that certain spot you have 
been feeling this same twinge. Only 
this time it is worse. The pain is lasting 
longer now—this cannot be good.
 The next day, as you visit your 
dentist, he informs you that you have 
a cracked tooth and that you must put 
a crown on the tooth as soon as 
possible. If you do not put a crown on 
the tooth to hold the tooth together, 
the chances of needing a root canal go 
way up. Or worse, the tooth may split 

to the point where it must be extracted.
 We see cracked teeth all day long in 
our office. People are keeping their 
teeth longer, have large fillings that 
make them weaker, and clench and 
grind their teeth throughout the 
stressful day—all of these things 
contributing to cracked tooth 
syndrome.

 The treatment for a cracked tooth 
usually is to have a crown placed over 
the tooth. The crown will hold the tooth 
together, thus eliminating the 
symptoms—the tooth can last for many 
years. Unfortunately, if the treatment is 
delayed, the pain involved worsens and 
the tooth may not respond favorably to 
being crowned. In these cases, a root 
canal may be necessary (either before 
or after the crown is placed) to make 
the pain go away. In the most extreme 
cases, the tooth may have to be 
removed.
 Do not ignore a tooth that is sensitive 
when you chew on it. Usually the 
early symptom of a cracked tooth is 
simply a twinge of pain when chewing. 
Pay attention to the pain, try to figure 
out which tooth it is originating from, 
and see your dentist quickly to have it 
checked. Most importantly, treat your 
teeth kindly—no clenching or 
grinding, no ice chewing—and your 
teeth may not develop cracks in the 
first place.

Do not ignore a tooth that is 
sensitive when you chew on it. 
Usually the early symptom of a 
cracked tooth is simply a twinge 
of pain when chewing.
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Eve (All Saints Eve). Over time, the name was 
shortened to Hallow’s Eve and later reduced to 
one word—Halloween. Reframing pagan holidays 
as Christian was a calculated move by the early 
church to bring more people into the new faith.

Like their Celtic forerunners, Halloween and 
All Saints Day focused on the afterlife and the 
survival of the human spirit after death. Instead 
of honoring pagan heroes and mischievous spirits, 
the holidays now celebrated the memory of saints 
and faithful Christians who had died during the 
previous year. Sacrifices were replaced by food 
offerings to the poor, but the tricks continued—
though now they were attributed to the spirits of 
playful saints. 

It was believed to be a time 
when the veil 

separating the living from 
the dead was at its thinnest

In the early days of the American colonies, 
celebrations of Halloween were forbidden by 
the predominately Protestant colonists who 
considered them “too Catholic.” By the 1800s, 
however, elements of the holiday—such as telling 
ghost stories and carving jack-o-lanterns—were a 
part of secular harvest events across America.

Halloween, by name, was brought to America in 
the 1840s by a massive wave of Irish immigrants 
fleeing the great potato famine in Europe. 
The holiday customs they brought with them 
included bobbing for apples and playing tricks 
on neighbors—such as removing gates from the 

The Little-known 
History of Halloween
From Ancient Celts to Candy Corn

By Rob Lauer

It’s one of America’s favorite holidays. A 
time for parties, family gatherings, and 
civic events. Merchandise associated with 
it fills store aisles three months before its 
actual date. A growing number of Americans 

now celebrate it with lights on their houses and 
decorations on their front lawns. This year alone, 
consumer spending for this holiday is expected to 
reach an all-time high of $10.14 billion. Which 
holiday is it?

It isn’t Christmas—which, according to a recent 
Harris poll, still reigns supreme as America’s 
favorite holiday, followed by Thanksgiving. It 
is Halloween. Long considered a minor holiday 
for kids, Halloween has, over the past 20 years, 
become a favorite among grownups, with the 
average American adult spending $102 on the 
holiday. What brought about this change?

 Actually, change has been a constant feature of 
Halloween—not only since it arrived in America in 
the 1840s but going all the way back to its roots in 
ancient Europe. 

It all began more than 2,000 years ago with the 
Celts—a people whose culture encompassed most 
of modern-day England, Ireland, Scotland, and 
Wales. 

Most cultures have holidays during which dead 
ancestors are remembered and honored. For the 
Celts in ancient Ireland, that holiday was called 
Samhain (pronounced Sah-ween and meaning 
“summer’s end.”)

Celebrated from sunset on October 31 until 
sunrise on November 1, the festival marked the 
end of the harvest season and the start of the Celtic 

New Year. The Celtic calendar divided 
the year into two halves—the first was 
a time of darkness, and the second was 
a time of light. The night of October 31 
was considered a magical period between 
those two times, just as a new year was 
about to begin its dark first half. 

It was believed to be a time when the 
veil separating the living from the dead 
was at its thinnest, and the spirits of the 
deceased could briefly walk the earth 
once more. The traditions for this Celtic 
holiday were intended to help the living 
connect with the spirits of their dead 
loved ones.

Halloween, by name, 
was brought to America 

in the 1840s 
by a massive wave 
of Irish immigrants

As with most ancient holidays, 
Samhain was celebrated with communal feasts 
and bonfires. Sacrifices offered in honor of noble 
ancestors and the dearly departed were essentially 
open invitations for their spirits to rejoin the living 
for the festivities. Just in case unfriendly spirits 
accepted the invitation, people often dressed in 
animal costumes in the hopes of going unnoticed. 
To help ward off tricky spirits, lanterns were made 
out of hollowed-out gourds upon which faces 
were carved—the forerunner of the modern jack-

o-lantern. It was popular 
for people to play tricks 
or pranks on one another 
and blame mischievous 
spirits.

The Romans 
conquered the Celts in 
43 CE, and centuries 
later, when Christianity 
became the Empire’s 
official religion, many 
Celtic traditions and 
practices were reframed 
to fit into a Christian 
narrative.

Samhain became 
Hallowmas. (Hallow 
means holy or saintly, 
so the translation is 
“Mass of the Saints.”) 
Over time it became 
known as All Saints Day. 
October 31—the night 
before Hallowmas—
was called All Hallows 

Halloween has its origins in ancient Celtic festivals honoring 
the spirits of dead ancestors.
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Though Halloween in the U.S. has long been considered a children’s holiday, trick-or-treating 
did not become a popular activity nationwide until the 1940s.

Halloween parties have become more popular with adults in recent years

on Halloween night. American companies jumped 
on the bandwagon, mass-producing inexpensive 
Halloween costumes to be sold in dime stores. 
Candy corn and other Halloween-themed treats 
became a staple of the U.S. candy industry. Movie 
theaters in the 1950s offered scary movie festivals 
each October, recycling old horror films from 
the early 1930s, introducing new generations to 
Frankenstein, Dracula, the Mummy, and the other 
movie monsters on the verge of being forgotten. 
During the 1960s, the increasingly pervasive 
television industry began running Halloween 
specials during the last week of October.

Trick-or-treating 
began as an extortion racket: 

“Give us candy, 
and we won’t trash your house.”

Halloween was still considered kid’s stuff in the 
1980s. During the 1990s, however, many Baby 
Boomers, Generation Jonesers, and Generation 
Xers—perhaps lured by nostalgia—returned to 
celebrating the holiday. Adult costume parties 
and costumed events in breweries and pubs grew 
in popularity. To meet the annual demand for 
child and adult Halloween disguises, temporary 
costume stores began appearing out of nowhere 
in nearly-vacant shopping malls each September.

Many older cities and townships across the 
country now sponsor “Ghost Walks” through their 
historic districts, while pumpkin patches, corn 
mazes, hayrides, and haunted barns are popular 
attractions throughout rural America. The year-
round Christmas Tree shops that popped up across 
the country during the 1970s and ‘80s now sell 
Halloween trees and Halloween tree ornaments. 
Beginning in August, candy corn and other 
Halloween-themed treats dominate entire aisles 
of grocery stores, while many TV channels pack 
their October broadcast schedules with spooky 
shows and movies. 

Halloween has stood the test of time, evolving 
far beyond an ancient Celtic festival into a 
uniquely American holiday that, while continuing 
to change, is certainly here to stay.

fronts of houses so that livestock could wander 
into the yard. To keep from being recognized, the 
young pranksters wore masks.

Over the next few decades, the Halloween games 
and traditions of the Irish immigrants became 
popular among American children generally and 
were incorporated into rural harvest festivals 
and fall-themed parties nationwide. Initially, 
Halloween American-style consisted of children 
dressing in costumes and politely performing for 
their elders—reciting poems, singing songs, and 
telling jokes—in exchange for a coin or piece of 
fruit.

But “kids will be kids,” and by the late 1800s, 
American children tired of such stilted Victorian-
era practices. Keeping the costumes, they began 
venturing outside on Halloween night to play 
pranks on their neighbors. Banging on someone’s 
front door at night and then running away just 
before they opened it was a common inoffensive 
trick. Standing one’s ground and throwing flour in 
a neighbor’s face when they opened the door was 
more daring. 

By the 1930s, 
there was so much hooliganism 

and vandalism 
that Halloween had become

 a dangerous holiday 
dreaded by adults and community 

leaders.

During the 1910s and ‘20s, the tricks played by 
children became more troublesome. Soap rubbed 
on house windows was difficult to remove once 
it dried, as were raw eggs thrown at storefronts, 
carriages, and the new-fangled automobiles that had 
begun filling American streets. Pouring molasses 
down a neighbor’s chimney was considered quite 
unneighborly, while starting a fire in their trashcan 
put their property and lives at risk. By the 1930s, 
there was so much hooliganism and vandalism 
that Halloween had become a dangerous holiday 

dreaded by adults 
and community 
leaders.

C o n c e r n e d 
s t o r e k e e p e r s 
and neighbors 
began offering 
candy and fruit 
to neighborhood 
children if they 
agreed not to 
play any “tricks.” 
Soon children 
were traveling 
from door to 
door begging 
for treats as an 
alternative to 
troublemaking. 
In short, trick-
or-treating began 
as an extortion 
racket: “Give us 
candy, and we 
won’t trash your 
house.” By the 
time 1940 rolled 
around, “trick-or-treat” had become the official 
holiday greeting for Halloween.  

During the baby boom following World War II,  
treat-or-treating became mainstream as America’s 
massive child population filled suburban streets 
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SSEC Optical Staff are making every effort to be available to our 
patients, while controlling the number of persons in the optical shop. 

We are now scheduling personalized appointments for patients 
who would like to come into the shop. Please call to schedule 
your individualized appointment with one of our opticians.

Read our story at TheShopper.com
Don’t forget to sign up for the Patient Portal on our website!

Hours by 
appointment

3206 Churchland Boulevard
484-0101 | www.SouthsideEye.com

EYE 
TO EYE

Michael  R .  Keverline ,  MD •  Theodore M.  Hallberg,  OD
Finally! The kids are back in 

school! That’s right! After a year and 
a half of sitting in front of Zoom 
calls trying to learn, they are back in 
the classroom. Of course, it’s with 
masks and social distancing, but we 
are all used to that by now. These 
kids don’t mind all that, and neither 
do the teachers. Nobody wants to get 
sick—and yes, one can 
still get sick. 

What the students 
a r e  no t  u sed  t o , 
h o w e v e r ,  i s  t h e 
change in visual 
demands put on their 
visual system. Not 
only are they asked to 
l o o k  a t  t h e i r 
computers, but also at 
a smart board and the 
teacher, too.  During 
the pandemic, kids s a t 
i n  f r o n t  o f  monitors 
for hours, which by 
itself is a visual 
workout. I do have to 
say that patients 
jumped on the “Blue Light Glasses 
Express,” and they have ridden it 
all the way through the pandemic. 

Now that the kids’ surroundings 
have changed again, so have the 
visual demands. Students will still 
look at the computers, but they 
will also have to get books from 
the library, read from textbooks, 
and copy from the board—not to 

mention read the note that someone 
just passed them in class. All this 
puts the visual system through its 
paces. Some students may struggle 
with all of it.

Struggling usually becomes 
evident to parents when the student’s 
grades begin to suffer. Teachers may 
be the first to notice that a student in 

the back row is 
squinting or repeatedly 
asking them to write 
bigger or increase the 
font size. At home, 
some students may 
hold their books very 
close o r  g e t 
f a t i g u e d  q u i c k l y 
w h e n  w o r k i n g  on 
the computer or doing 
h o m e w o r k 
assignments. Some 
kids may make 
simple spelling errors 
o r  c o m p l a i n 
incessantly about 
having to read. All of 
these may be due to a 

decrease in their vision. The best 
way to evaluate such problems is 
to visit one’s eye care professional 
and get an eye exam. If glasses or 
contacts can correct issues at 
school, wouldn’t you want to 
know? 

All of us at Southside Eye Care 
wish every student and teacher a 
wonderful school year!

Students will still 
look at the 
computers, 

but they will also 
have to get books 
from the library, 

read from textbooks, 
and copy from 

the board
…All this puts 

the visual system 
through its paces.

by Theodore Hallberg, OD
They Are Finally in School

484-0303
OCTOBER SPECIAL
Buy one pair of frames 

and lenses, Get 2nd pair                

40% off
Exclusions apply

Investment Management | Financial Planning

Finish Stronger.™

Arie Korving CFP® and 
Stephen Korving CFP®

1510 Breezeport Way, Suite 800
757-638-5490 

info@korvingco.com      www.korvingco.com
Read our story at TheShopper.com

www.korvingco.com/shopper
Retirement Specialists

Life comes at you fast, and this is especially true of the times 
in which we live.  How are you holding up?  Inflation is up, as 
anyone who buys groceries can tell you.  Interest rates remain 
stuck near zero, meaning that cash and savings accounts are 
losing purchasing power.  The government is debating how many 
trillions of dollars it will add to the national debt.  At the same 
time, it’s planning to increase taxes.  COVID remains front and 
center as both a health and a political issue.  

How will these affect you and your family?  What can you do 
to protect yourself?  Whether you are a “Seasoned Citizen” or a 
Millennial, we provide financial advice and guidance to people 
of every age.

Wondering where the market’s headed?  We believe that our 
long-term strategy of participating in up markets while being 
defensive in down markets is in your best interest.  We create 
and manage “all-weather” portfolios designed to ride through 
market cycles and benefit from long-term market appreciation.  
For those looking for expert opinion, we offer a recent market 
commentary by Brian Wesbury of First Trust.  Brian has been a 
remarkable guide for years.  For his latest commentary, Stocks 
Versus the Economy, please call or email our office, and we will 
send you a free copy.  

If you like Dave Ramsey, we are part of Dave’s SmartVestor 
program.  He has helped an incredible number of people get 
out of debt and begin to build wealth.  At Korving & Company, 
we believe that everyone deserves access to solid, professional 
investing guidance.  We’ll work together to create a plan to help 
you reach your goals. 

Finally, we offer our friends and neighbors a copy of Before 
I Go and the Before I Go Workbook at 40 percent below the 
price for this set of books on Amazon and Barnes & Noble.  
These books are an invaluable part of everyone’s estate plan.  Do 
yourself and your spouse a favor and read up on what they need 
to know … before you go.

Personal Finance Guidance 
Just for You

We believe that our long-term strategy 
of participating in up markets 

while being defensive in down markets 
is in your best interest.  

Korving & Company was named 
Suffolk Small Business of the Year for 2021.
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Be sure to check out all of our editions online at www.TheShopper.com 

Call  (757) 547-0520 for information or to reserve space
The Shopper is an upscale monthly magazine, direct mailed and 

distributed to distinct communities in separate editions of 10,000 homes each
133 Kempsville Road, Chesapeake • (757) 547-0520 • email us: information@TheShopper.com

With the start of the holiday season, we invite you to make a difference and support local 
businesses. Our November issue highlights  local merchants, restaurants and more!

Coming Soon in our 
Holiday Issue 
Shop Local
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Educating Baby Boomers on 
Medicare Insurance Options
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The Moyock 
Boom
Thanks to its charm 
and affordability, 
this N.C. township 
is Hampton Roads’ 
fastest growing 
bedroom 
community 
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Pumpkin Beer 
and Lederhosen

Oktoberfest 
is now an 
American 
Tradition


